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Translation of the LBA letter of confirmation from Feb/07/2019  

 
The following text has been translated by AAT in all conscience from the original letter of confirmation of Mr. Closhen, 
LBA (Federal Aviation Office / Brench Office Frankfurt) with the File-No. B323F/30704/438.2.1/2019 to our dangerous 
goods representative Mr. Kay Schmauder from Feb/07/2019. 
 
The LBA's original letter of confirmation and this translation will remain valid until an amendment of the IATA 
regulations (chapter 2.3.2.4 Wheelchairs / Transport vehicles with lithium batteries) invalidates the procedure described 
in our Certificate of Transport. 
 
 - Translation Start: - 

 
Lithium-Ion-Batteries of AAT GmbH 
Here: Servo (R1602), Solo (T1601) und Solo+ (T2001) 
 
Dear Mr. Schmauder, 
 
according to the Recommendations for the Transport of Dangerous Goods, Manual of Tests and Criteria, Sixth Revised 
Edition (ST/SG/AC.10/11/Rev.6), a lithium battery is described as consisting of two or more cells electrically 
interconnected and equipped with devices necessary for their use, such as casings, connections, markings and guards. 
The lithium batteries you refer to as batterie Servo and Solo meet these requirements from our point of view. 
 
We assume that the lithium batteries you refer to as battery packs are assigned to a tested type. 
 
If the eight battery packs are not electrically connected, as in your case, the "housing" can be regarded as a kind of 
intermediate packaging. It is not a new type of lithium battery and the battery packs are to be considered as single 
batteries (<100 Wh). 
 
In adherence of the flight mode procedure described in your “Certificate of Transportation” (Status Dec/17/2018), we 
can confirm that the lithium-ion battery constructed by you, consisting of eight cell blocks (batteries) of 56.7 Wh each, 
may only be carried in hand luggage, as both electrical and mechanical separation of the eight cell blocks (batteries) is 
guaranteed during transport. 
 
We recommend your customers to make prior arrangements with the airlines before travelling to avoid inconvenience at 
the point of departure. 
 
Best regards, 
On behalf of 
 
G. Closhen 
(section dangerous goods) 
 

 - Translation End -  
 
 
 
Update Dec/11/2020: 
 
Annex to expand the LBA-confirmation valid from Jan/01/2020: 
Due to our new product “v-max² (P1605)” is powered with exactly the same battery, the confirmation of LBA from 
Feb/07/2019 and the translation of the LBA from Feb/13/2019 also applies to v-max² (P1605). 
 
 


